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The JUKA Autoplay
‘A Playing Device for Guitars and Similar Instruments’

PHOTO 1: Full body view of the JUKA Autoplay ukulele
The 'Juka' Autoplay device for playing (in this case) a ukulele was originally invented and patented
by Theodor Schmidt of Berlin who was apparently an engineer with knowledge of applied
mechanics and electrics 1. His patents were granted between 1921 and 1928 2 in Great Britain,
Austria, Switzerland, France, Germany, Spain and in the USA for:
‘A Playing Device for Guitars and Similar Instruments’
Schmidt's first design (Austrian Patent 87915 March 1921) was mechanically very complicated
and probably too costly to manufacture and market at a reasonable price.
The later design of 1928 (US patent 1687849 of 1928) cited on this instrument’s panel is still
quite complex, although the patentee suggests that he addressed some of the problems of previous
designs and made improvements.
Earlier attempts at devices for simplifying play on stringed-instruments are known 3 and on fretted
instruments the usual aim was to form chords using just one finger. Those devices were usually
thought to be too bulky or limited in operational and musical scope. The playing device under
discussion here ensured simplified ‘instant playability’ of the ukulele, or any other fretted stringedinstrument to which it was adapted and fitted.
This specific JUKA example is a yet further simplified version of Schmidt’s original and was
relatively easy to manufacture. It employs components and structures that are familiar in early
20th century electrical switchgear that Schmidt would have been familiar with from his knowledge
of electrical and mechanical technology (PHOTO 2). The components may well have been made

and assembled by an electrical component manufacturer, but final assembly and fitting the units to
instruments was likely carried out in instrument-makers workshops.

PHOTO 2: Underside view of autoplay mechanism
The basic construction is a series of nine thin, flat, rods pivoted at one end, mounted edgewise and
longitudinally with the fingerboard. The flat rods have D-shaped outcrop sections at strategic
places. The outcrops press down on to flat copper leaf-springs when chord-selection levers are
activated. The copper leaf-springs in turn apply pressure to specific strings on specific frets
forming a range of 4-note chords. The mechanics are held within a lightweight wooden box-frame
that is fixed to the instrument neck with small screws and mounting brackets.

PHOTO 3: Top view of the autoplay unit showing chord activation levers
Chord selection and control is via seven levers (numbered 1-7) on the fingerboard unit, that each
have forward, back and neutral positions (PHOTO 3). Each forward or back lever position forms a
different chord. The neutral positions do not form chords. With the seven levers used individually
it is possible to create 14 different viable chords on the ukulele using a standard tuning (GCEA on
strings 4,3,2,1) even though only the first three fret positions on the neck are actually available and
used (TABLE 1). The levers may also be activated in pairs or in threes, enabling some additional

chord shapes, but some instability, chord duplication and/or dissonance occurs. Generally the
system works better using a single lever at a time to give a single 4-note chord. The player need not
know the chord names or shapes, only the chord-lever numbers and the forward or back positions
that were indicated on simplified printed music sheets for the instrument.
Lever
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Forward
D
G
C
F
Am
Dm
Bb
Back
A7
D7
G7
C7
E7
A
Gm
TABLE 1: showing all the chords created with the single levers in their forward or back positions
The actual ukuleles to which these devices were fitted are typically of modest (some would say
rough) quality, probably sold as beginner’s instruments and made very cheaply in Europe 4.
Some examples of JUKA ukuleles have an additional pivoted metal lever-arm attached to the
bridge, which incorporates a thick felt plectrum fixed to the lever end (PHOTO 4).

PHOTO 4: Detachable strumming lever-arm with felt plectrum. Traces of moth larvae attack
are seen on the plectrum.
The player grips the plectrum holder or lever-arm and strums appropriately while operating the
chosen chord selection levers. The lever-arm maintains a constant orientation and distance from
the strings supposedly making strumming skill-free, or at least much easier for a complete novice.
CONSERVATION (abridged version)
The all solid-wood body of the ukulele responded to standard luthier’s craft to reglue loose or
detached pieces, or to infil missing parts. Internal dust and debris was removed by vacuum and
brushing and the exterior was cleaned using cotton swabs moistened with de-ionised water. In
some areas waxy deposits were removed using wooden scraping tools and mineral spirits (white
spirit) on cotton swabs. Cosmetic integration was carried out with Daler watercolour paints over a
transparent barrier coat. A protective coat of ‘Regalrez’ resin dissolved in mineral spirit was
applied finally to even out visible colour variations and improve overall varnish appearance.
The mechanical parts consist of lightly zinc-plated flat rods, aluminium operating levers and
copper-alloy leaf-springs mounted on brass and steel wire pivots supported within a light, wooden
outer frame. Visibly heavier grease and assorted dirt deposits were removed using artist’s bristle
brushes, wooden bamboo skewers and occasionally mineral spirits (white spirit) on cotton swabs.
Avoiding the wooden parts, the mechanism was washed with de-ionised water with added nonionic surfactant, using a soft toothbrush, artist’s bristle brushes and sponges to loosen and pick up

dirt. Subsequent rinsing with clean water was followed by isopropanol (99%) that dissolved any
excess water. The mechanism was then allowed to dry in a warm air environment.
Visual inspection revealed little or no metal corrosion other than superficial aluminium oxide on
the outer parts of the operating levers. Those were polished with fine abrasive to remove
roughness and restore metallic appearance. Similar cleaning and polishing processes were carried
out on the machine tuners.
No other treatments were applied to the metal parts except for a very sparing application of
clockmaker’s lubricant to the pivot points and tuner gears. An application of museum ‘Renaissance
Wax’ is sometimes useful on bright-polished metal surfaces to preserve appearance and slow down
atmospheric oxidation and pollution degradation. Alternatively, a coating of clear, conservationgrade cellulose lacquer or similar reduces the need for repeated polishing of bright metals in the
longer term. This procedure is sometimes used on silver or bright bare-metal items in museum
displays. On matte finished or electro-plated metal components there is generally no need of
further interventive treatments unless there is a lubrication need, surface instability or imminent
loss of material, for example flaking chrome-plating, broken parts, or significant corrosion
deposits or risk of the same. Specific object condition, usage and/or storage intentions will inform
decisions about other treatments.
AQUILA TM soprano ukulele strings were fitted, the mechanism re-mounted and minor adjustments
made to establish function.
Although functional, the ukulele is unlikely to be played often and is more of a demonstration or
display item and is a rare example of Schmidt’s stringed-instrument autoplay technology.
STORAGE
Storage in a stable Relative Humidity (RH) range of around 45-70% is recommended for wooden
instruments (and wooden objects generally) with more strictly controlled parameters for delicate
or very old examples depending on their structure and composition. Larger collections, especially
those on open display or in multi-populated display cases or storage facilities, will benefit from
whole environment control and monitoring. Smaller storage/display cases or cabinets with one or
two instruments are usually reasonably RH stable, but if needed RH can be regulated easily using
proprietary preconditioned silica-gel packs that are designed to regulate at specific RH levels 5.
Monitoring via hygrometer and/or temperature and humidity logging device is advisable for
longer term storage or display 6.
Disclosure: this author has no promotional, financial or otherwise obligatory relationship with
any company mentioned here. Products, materials, methods and techniques described are for
general information only and practitioners should satisfy themselves about the suitability and
safety of the same for their specific projects.
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Theodor Schmidt was an inventor/engineer in Berlin before WWII according to information on patent documents.
Apparently, he left Europe for the US, presumably to escape the onset of Nazi uprising. Schmidt seems to have carried
on his work in Detroit, Michigan and for example filed a US patent for a 'Vehicle Signal Actuating Device' in December
1939 (patent:US 2291923). That device was an electromagnetic actuator for the small 'semaphore' signal arms that
stick out of the side of a car showing the intention to turn left or right.
2 AT 87915B, CH95048A, FR532678A, US 1687849 etc.all for an identical device.
3 For example: GB12685 of 1897, US634124A of 1899, GB25904A of 1908, US953104A of 1910, US 1437026 of 1921.
4 Current research suggests ‘Ernst Hess Nachf’ as the ukulele manufacturer. The musical instrument and musical
goods company was founded in 19th century Klingenthal. Thanks to Lardy’s Ukulele Database for this useful reference.
5 PROSORB Humidity Control Cassettes are one example available in Europe and USA.
6 For example Gemini data loggers are widely used and available in Europe. https://www.geminidataloggers.com/
accessed 8 Sept 2020.
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